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• Introduction to IT Audit and Control
• Information Technology Environment: Why
Are Controls And Audit Important ?
• Legal Environment and Its Impact on
Information Technology
• Audit and Review: Its Role in Information
Technology
• Audit Process in an Information Technology
Environment

Is our purpose to issue reports? To raise issues?
To make people look bad?
To show how smart we are and how dishonest, incompetent, and
corrupt the rest of the company is?
To flex our muscles and show that we can do anything and tell on
anyone because we report to the board of directors?
Chris Davis, 2007
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• Initially, IT auditing (formerly called electronic data
processing [EDP], computer information systems [CIS], and
IS auditing) evolved as an extension of traditional auditing.
• At that time, the need for an IT audit function came from
several directions :
– Auditors realized that computers had impacted their ability to
perform the attestation function.
– Corporate and information processing management recognized
that computers were key resources for competing in the
business environment and similar to other valuable business
resource within the organization, and therefore, the need for
control and auditability is critical.
– Professional associations and organizations, and government
entities recognized the need for IT control and auditability.

Introduction
• IT auditing is an integral part of the audit function because
it supports the auditor’s judgment on the quality of the
information processed by computer systems
• there are many types of audit needs within IT auditing,
such as :
– Organizational IT audits (management control over IT),
– Technical IT audits (infrastructure, data centers, data
communication),
– Application IT audit (business/fi nancial/operational),
– Development/implementation IT audits (specifi cation/
requirements, design, development, and postimplementation
phases),
– Compliance IT audits involving national or international
standards
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Who are IT Auditor?
• an IT auditor
plans to move
into the IT
organization
• it's probably
best if the chief
information
officer (CIO)

• Chris Davis, 2007

Information Technology Environment
• Information Technology Environment: Why
Are Controls and Audit Important?
– IT Today and Tomorrow
• Information Integrity, Reliability, and Validity:
Importance in Today’s Global Business Environment

– E-Commerce and Electronic Funds Transfer
– Future of Electronic Payment Systems
– Legal Issues Impacting IT
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Information Technology Environment
– Privacy on the Information Superhighway
– Security, Privacy, and Audit
– Federal Financial Integrity Legislation
– Federal Security Legislation

Technology Impact on Bussiness
• Essentially, technology has impacted three
significant areas of the business environment:
– It has impacted what can be done in business in terms
of information and as a business enabler
– Technology has significantly impacted the control
process
– Technology has impacted the auditing profession in
terms of how audits are performed (information
capture and analysis, control concerns) and the
knowledge required to draw conclusions regarding
operational or system effectiveness, efficiency and
integrity, and reporting integrity
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Top Ten Reason

Senft, Sandra; Gallegos, Frederick., 2009
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A Legal Environment
• A Legal Environment and Its Impact on
Information Technology
– IT Crime Issues
– Protection against Computer Fraud
– Remedies and Effectiveness
– The National Strategy for Securing Cyberspace

IT Crime Issues
• National Center for Computer Crime (NCCC)
estimates that the annual cost of computer crime
in the United States is in excess of $2 billion, plus
2000 personnel years, and 26 years of computer
service.
• Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) estimates
that the average dollar amount of “reported”
computer frauds now exceeds $1 million.
• FBI and NCCC reports indicate that less than 10
percent of computer fraud crimes are reported.
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IT Crime Issues
•

The Computer Security Institute (CSI) and the FBI have revealed the
following:
– 90 percent of respondents have detected computer security breaches within
the past 12 months. (In 1998, this was 64 percent.)
– 80 percent acknowledged financial losses due to computer security breaches.
– 44 percent quantified their financial losses for a total of $455,848,000 in
losses among 223 respondents.
– 74 percent cited their Internet connection as a frequent point of attack.
– 33 percent cited their internal systems as a frequent point of attack.
– 34 percent reported the intrusions to law enforcement. (Ā is has more than
doubled since 1996.)

•
•

The most serious financial losses occurred through theft of proprietary
information (26 respondents reported over $170 million in losses)
and financial fraud (25 respondents reported more than $115 million).

Protection against Computer Fraud
•

The FBI’s National Computer Crime Squad has the following advice to help protect
against computer fraud:
– Place a log-in banner to ensure that unauthorized users are warned that they may be subject
to monitoring.
– Turn audit trails on.
– Consider keystroke level monitoring if adequate banner is displayed. Request trap and tracing
from your local telephone company.
– Consider installing caller identification.
– Make backups of damaged or altered fi les.
– Maintain old backups to show the status of the original.
– Designate one person to secure potential evidence. Evidence can consist of tape backups and
printouts. These pieces of evidence should be documented and verified by the person
obtaining the evidence. Evidence should be retained in a locked cabinet with access limited to
one person.
– Keep a record of resources used to reestablish the system and locate the perpetrator.
– Encrypt files.
– Encrypt transmissions.
– Use one-time password (OTP) generators.
– Use secure firewalls.
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The National Strategy for Securing Cyberspace
• Reduce threats and deter malicious hackers
through effective programs to identify and punish
them
• Identify and remediate those existing
vulnerabilities that could create the most damage
to critical systems if exploited
• Develop new systems with less vulnerability and
assess emerging technologies for vulnerabilities
• Indonesia Superhighway Corridor? And the law of
ITE and KIP?

Disscuss
• Explore more information about Information
Integrity, Reliability, and Validity as a key in
modern information technology environment?
• See on Exhibit 3.1. Give some argue why and
what are each item on top ten reasons for start
up IT Auditing?
• Describe of relationship between IT Audit in
organization and IT Crime Issues.
• How do you think about the presence of ITE and
Freedom Act in an effort to minimize computer
crime in Indonesia
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